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Robert Lloyd Praeger (1865–1953) was a renowned Irish field botanist, ecologist,
and conservationist. In his lifetime, he traversed Ireland ‘from end to end, and
from sea to sea’ to ‘appraise the many monuments of man’s industry and faith’.
He encountered the numerous prehistoric hilltop cairns, the unusual nature of
the island’s topography, and wrote how ‘ancient crumplings of the earth’s crust’
resulted in the formation of mountainous landscapes in the coastal perimeter
and a ‘broad low plain in the centre’. His acute eye observed how the different
landscapes would have affected patterns of human settlement in the prehistoric
past, ‘tending to push pre-existing cultures not into an inaccessible centre, as in
most islands, but into the mountain-fringe’. His journeys were described in The
Way That I Went, first published in 1937.1 Between 2004 and 2007 I followed
in the footsteps of Praeger. My journeys were to reappraise the island’s muchstudied Neolithic passage tombs, similarly distributed from ‘end to end’ and
‘from sea to sea’. As a surveyor, cultural astronomer and archaeologist, I had
many and different questions to ask and answer using methodological advances
undreamt of by Praeger almost a century ago. My approaches, referencing a
developed body of archaeological literature, used field astronomy, geographical
information science tools, statistical modelling, and network analysis of
recorded intervisibility between the prehistoric tombs. These methodologies
were integrated into a phenomenological approach drawing on my field walking
to nearly three hundred sites dispersed across the island.
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The story of Ireland’s mythical mountains cannot be isolated from the natural
processes that created and moulded the landscape of this island. Formation of
the oldest rocks, formed about two billion years ago in the Precambrian Era,
began the complex processes of mountain building that continued until the
end of the Palaeozoic Era.2 The legacy of those geological events is the igneous,
sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks collectively termed ‘bedrock’. Earlier
humans exploited these lithic resources to construct their stone monuments.
Geodiversity as a term and concept best describes such relationships, how
people culturally engaged with the physical elements of their landscape.
The earliest that human inhabitants could have arrived on these shores
must post-date the ending of the last ice age. Recent studies of the glacial
geomorphology of the last ice sheet, analysis of high-resolution satellite digital
elevation models of the land and seabed surrounding Britain and Ireland, and
ground-based geological investigations support this claim.3 The results show
that in c.20000 bce, and while much of southern Britain was free of glaciation,
an ice sheet of variable thickness to approximately 900 metres still blanketed
the whole of Ireland. It extended offshore beyond the present coastline onto the
continental shelf – less to the west and more significantly to the south. There was
ice-free terrain (nunataks) here during the last glacial maximum but this was
limited in extent and encountered only at very high elevations.4 Such evidence
demonstrates the hostility of the environment for human settlement here prior
to the ending of the last cold stage in c.12000 bce.
A gradual warming of the climate in the later Palaeolithic induced the
northwards retreat of the ice sheet and, with it, a marked change in the physical
landscape of Ireland and northern Europe generally. Temperate woodland and
a diverse range of flora and fauna gradually replaced more barren open tundra
and steppes. For humans who had already migrated north-westwards to these
shores, this beneficial environmental change propelled a transition from a
hunter-gatherer mode of subsistence, first evident during the Late Palaeolithic
c.9000 bce–8000 bce, to nomadic pastoralism and, eventually, settlement and
an economy based on farming.5 Thus began the appropriation, cultivation, and
spiritual imbuement of landscapes from the Early Neolithic (4000 bce–3600
bce) onwards.
The processes of human settlement would have evolved in a horizontal
and vertical sense. The horizontal socialization of landscapes at mostly lower
elevations would have created clearly defined communal areas that offered
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security, greater potential for tillage, and delineated spaces for communal
gatherings. As will be shown, observed distribution patterns of passage tombs
suggest a preference for burials belonging to that tradition in upland and
mountainous topographies. Relevantly, Jason Toohey stated, ‘Mountain peaks
and other high points on the landscape hold special places in the ritual and
political landscapes of many ancient and contemporary cultures.’6
The Neolithic in Ireland had begun by c.4000 bce and is defined by
Gabriel Cooney as typified by ‘economic criteria, material culture and
monumental parameters’.7 If the period could be described in one paragraph,
then palaeoenvironmental and archaeological data show that its beginning in
Ireland after c.4000 bce was characterized by woodland clearance, extensive
settlement, farming, and a distinctive rectangular timber house horizon
(traces of 110 have been discovered to date).8 The domestication of animals,
cereal planting, fabrication of distinctive pottery styles, and the trading of
prestige polished stone and flint axe-heads and mace-heads are just some of the
indicative material cultural markers for this period of Ireland’s prehistoric past.
Significantly, the ensuing centuries also witnessed the construction of megalithic
tomb building. Three different traditions encompassed the majority erected in
the Neolithic: court, portal, and passage types. Each exhibited distinct design
styles and differing spatial distribution patterns. However, the topographical
‘canvas’ which the tomb builders encountered and appropriated needs to now
be explored.
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Hill or mountain? Beyond etymology

Bl

Geographers and cartographers use a variety of quantitative and non-quantitative
definitions to distinguish a mountain from a non-mountain environment with
resulting widespread disparity in perceptions of what constitutes a mountain.
Ordnance Survey Ireland does not have a convention to differentiate a hill from
a mountain. Instead, it allows local place names to dictate their classification.
This conundrum has now been resolved in the first global-scale assessment
of mountain ecosystems by the United Nations Environmental Programme
(UNEP). It classifies 27 per cent of the Earth’s land surface as mountainous and
uses six defined categories based on elevation and gradient to do so. The lowest
has a vertical range of 300–1,000 metres and, importantly, for this chapter’s
discussion, UNEP adopts the 300-metre contour as the defining boundary to
distinguish a hill from a mountain.9 The latest cartographic representation of the
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Table 1.1 Height classification of Irish summits
Number of hills and mountains

≥200
≥300
≥400
≥500
≥600
≥700
≥800
≥900
≥1,000

1,400
1,158
954
570
288
115
41
14
3
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broad-scale physical landscape of Ireland in the form of a physiographic map
follows the UNEP convention.10
Ireland has an area of approximately 88,000 square kilometres with an
extensive central lowland of predominantly sedimentary limestone bedrock
(the largest such continuum in Europe). A mostly continuous coastal perimeter
of uplands, hills and mountains surrounds the interior. Three-quarters of the
landmass lies below the 150-metre contour with only 5 per cent above the 300metre contour.11 Much of the variation in topographical relief is attributable to
the variable resistance of the different rock types to erosion rather than to any
uplift caused by past tectonic events. The analysis shown here of Irish summit
elevations provided by Stuart Simon reveals the exponential-like decrease in
the number of peaks relative to an increase in elevation above mean sea level
(Table 1.1).12
These maximum elevations in Table 1.1 may seem small compared to those
encountered globally, but this belies the perception of their visual impact on
the viewer. To illustrate the phenomenological point, Slieve na Calliagh (or
Loughcrew Hills) in Co. Meath rise abruptly out of the central lowland. This is
an archaeological and cultural landscape of international renown with thirtytwo prehistoric monuments comprising Neolithic passage tombs, cairns, and
unclassified megalithic structures located on the slopes and summits.13 The
highest hill is 276 metres and crowned by a passage tomb considered focal
to the whole complex. Yet this landscape is visible over great distances and
has the allure of being mountainous to an observer located anywhere in the
surrounding flat countryside (where the average elevation is less than 100
metres). This raises a key question relating to the interchangeability of ‘hill’ and
‘mountain’ as terms.
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A quantitative approach to distinguish a hill from a mountain offers numerical
certainty for definition purposes, but such rigour misses the more nuanced
enlightenment gained from a qualitative approach. Roderick Peattie provided
this when he stated, ‘Mountains should be impressive; they should enter into
the imagination of the people who live in their shadows. Unfortunately, it is next
to impossible to include such intangibles in a definition. Mountains have bulk;
mountains also have individuality.’14 Peter Wilson advised that criteria other than
elevation (flora, fauna, climate, and agricultural activities) also define hills and
mountains.15 Drawing on the work of others, Wilson added another subjective
criterion to define a mountain – ‘separateness’, meaning the ‘minimum amount
of height-gain from the highest adjacent col’. For these reasons, hills which
exhibit Peattie’s ‘intangibles’, and Wilson’s ‘separateness’, clearly evident at Slieve
na Calliagh, are legitimately regarded here as mountainous.
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The geological processes described earlier produced three characteristic
prevailing landscape types – coastal, lowland, and upland.16 Coastal landscapes
possess considerable resources including freshwater from rivers, fish, shellfish,
seaweed, and the potential for settlement, trading, and defence. Lowland
landscapes dominate the centre of the island where glacial till in excess of 50 metres
in thickness is a characteristic feature, as are the numerous areas of wetlands
(bogs, fens, marshes, swamps). Upland is a commonly used term to depict all
high or hilly terrains generally above 150–200 metres and is characterized by
the absence of glacial drift. This boundary is an arbitrary limit above which,
in Ireland, tillage is seldom undertaken.17 The lower average elevation of the
central lowland in comparison to its more mountainous bounding perimeter
also gives this island a somewhat shallow saucer-shaped profile in cross-section.
Consequently, many of its streams and rivers initially flow towards inland
lakes rather than towards the sea.18 In the age of megalithic tomb building, the
central lowland was characterized by waterlogged ground, and large expanses
of lakes and soils of low nutrient value. These conclusions are partly based on
pollen diagrams which offer a palynological record that is detailed enough to
allow a confident reconstruction of the environment and associated human
activities at that time.19 The common consensus is that the central lowland
was a less preferential zone for settlement and habitation purposes during the
prehistoric past and partially explains the perceived near absence of burial
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tombs and timber houses throughout this region. Map 1.1a illustrates this
argument by using the locations of c.830 extant megalithic tombs (court, portal,
and passage) and the discovered subsurface traces of 110 Neolithic rectangular
houses. Despite the lack of knowledge of the number of tombs destroyed in the
intervening millennia, the apparent distribution pattern of the extant structures
shown in Map 1.1a demonstrates a clear but noticeable avoidance of the central
lowland. This represents a significantly different pattern of settlement from the
one expected under a random model of tomb distribution. Logically, the more
elevated and better-drained terrain offered a more sustainable environment for
settlement and farming. Higher locales also coincide with geologically more
favourable sources for the raw materials required to construct any type of
megalithic monument. For burial tombs located in geologically less favourable
terrain devoid of glacial erratics, arduous journeys to distant mountainous
areas were required to source, quarry, and transport the raw lithic materials,
often over considerable distances.20 The conclusion from this evidence is that
tombs were deliberately located in areas where tree cover was less enveloping;
tombs were located closer to areas of favourable geology and readily available
sources of suitable stone for building; and tombs were preferentially located in
areas of higher elevation for improved visibility, intervisibility, and to enhance
their symbolism and visual signature from afar. These cultural inferences, while
pragmatic, do not capture the entire range of site selection criteria used for
tomb building. As this chapter will explore, high places and mountains can also
act like a magnet, drawing humans towards their slopes and summits. When
located there, the feeling I experienced of power over the lowland below, and
the sensation of being connected to a spiritual world overhead, was tangible.
My observations at these liminal thresholds therefore raise the question as to
whether the experience of being situated in these high places has anything to do
with why burials were located there in the Neolithic.

Mountainous landscapes – sacred landscapes
The relief of mountains surrounding the central lowland of Ireland has two
particular regions of importance in terms of extant aggregations of passage
tombs. These are the Wicklow Mountains on the east coast and the Ox Mountains
and Bricklieve Mountains in the north-west. The latter, on the Atlantic coast of
Co. Sligo, has one of the richest concentrations of passage tombs in Western
Europe. Evidence of human activity in that region dates to the earliest phase of
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Archaeology of Height

Map 1.1 (a) Distribution map of Irish megalithic tombs; (b) Knowth 12; (c) Frequency
graph; (d) Ripley’s K Function test for clustering in Irish passage tombs. Graph: Frank
Prendergast using own data in ArcGIS 10.4.1 (TU Dublin License).
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the Neolithic after c.4000 bce.21 This archaeological landscape extends across
the Ox Mountains in the south to the Dartry Mountains to the north. Between
lies the Cúil Irra Peninsula, renowned for the dramatic flat-topped Knocknarea
Mountain (327 metres) lying at its western end. Seventy extant passage tombs
lie clustered on its hinterland, slopes, and top. The most dominant and visually
striking is the gigantic Maeve’s Cairn (SMR: SL014-076003-) perched on the
summit (Map 1.1c; and see Figure 1.1c). This round cairn was built using
locally sourced limestone, has basal and top diameters of 60 and 24 metres,
respectively, and a height of 10 metres. The volume of the cairn is 14,700 cubic
metres, making it clearly visible on the skyline at distances of up to 80 kilometres
as observed during my fieldwork. Using previous criteria for mountain
classification, Knocknarea and Maeve’s Cairn together exhibit ‘impressiveness’,
‘bulk’, ‘individuality’, and ‘separateness’.22 Such is the prominence and impact
of this cairn on the viewer that Stefan Bergh was moved to hypothesize, ‘The
monument becomes a link to the gods, and the few initiated in the secrets of the
monument are thereby also in charge of contact with the Gods.’23
Intensive interest in the Cúil Irra Peninsula and the surrounding region by
Bergh and others gives important insights on one of Ireland’s most renowned
cultural landscapes. My focus was on the broader character and symbolism of the
tombs and their landscapes at an island scale as a way of assessing the attraction
such mountains had on humanity’s desire to use height in connection with
death – potentially bringing added insights to our prehistoric cultural heritage.
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A corpus of monuments – towards an archaeology of height
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Turning now to other tombs found in these landscapes, the term ‘megalithic
tomb’ is generic and commonly used to describe any type of stone-built
chambered monument erected in the Neolithic and Bronze Age. Diagnostic
architectural elements include lintelled entrance passages, forecourts, simple
or complex burial chambers, and, frequently, an enclosing kerb delimiting
a covering mound of earth, loose stone, and turves. The central role of Irish
examples, at least, was for the placement of mortuary deposits of cremated and
unburnt bone, and grave goods in some cases. Importantly, the term ‘cemetery’
for a cluster of prehistoric tombs, suggesting an area for the disposal of human
remains, is now outmoded.24 The term ‘complex’ reflects more accurately the
range of ceremonial purposes that these groups of monuments played.25
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Descriptively, court tombs (which number c.230 in the height analysis) are
trapezoidal in plan with an unroofed forecourt at the broader end of a long
barrow. The roofed segmented burial gallery on the tomb’s long axis contained
the inhumed and cremated remains of the dead. They broadly date to 3700 bce–
3570 bce. Portal tombs (which number 191) have a short chamber formed by
two portal stones, two side stones and a back stone. The characteristic roof stone
slopes from the front towards the rear of the monument. The available evidence
indicates that these monuments had repeated episodes of inhumed burials c.3800
bce–3200 bce. Passage tombs (which number 221) have their burial chambers
set at the end of an access passage within a round covering cairn delimited by
an enclosing earthfast kerb of contiguous stones (Map 1.1b). The predominant
burial rite was cremation, but the presence of unburnt bone (including from
children) and the skulls and long bones from adults is also evident.
Developed passage tombs are architecturally elaborate and exhibit
extraordinary embellishment with engraved or picked art in many cases.
Michael Herity observed that passage tombs contained a distinctive assemblage
of artefacts and grave goods that are unlike anything found in either of the
contemporaneous court or portal tomb types.26 Where there is spatial overlap
between the three types, I have discovered that passage tombs are always
elevationally above court and portal types.27
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Landscapes and tombs – a summary spatial analysis
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Theoretical approaches to how and why humans defined and used social space are
of enduring interest to scholars of anthropology, archaeology, and geographical
science. Fred Hamond suggested that the processes of site selection in a
landscape were complex.28 At least three related factors were involved – the initial
strategy or idea, the influence of the environment within which decisions were
made, and past experiences (or tradition). Andreas Koch argued that sociality
and spatiality were linked reciprocals with a ‘mutually dependent relationship
between the social construction of spatiality and the spatial construction of
sociality’.29 Relevantly, Timothy Darvill defined landscape ‘as a term appropriate
to a humanistic understanding of the environment’.30 A landscape, then, is an
amalgamation of the natural and what it becomes once it is appropriated, built
on, and ritualized. It is also multidimensional with layers of meaning and usage
incorporating natural, social, ideological, ritual, and sacred elements.
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For this discussion, social landscapes in the prehistoric past are what people
tangibly encountered in terms of perceived constraints delimited by physical
barriers, including mountainous terrain.31 In contrast, ideological, ritual,
or sacred landscapes are suggested here as intangible entities and therefore
difficult to describe, locate, and interpret. The role of hills and mountains in
that ideological framework then becomes a key question. Methodologically,
spatial analysis of megalithic tomb distribution has several advantages. It can
give a better understanding of prehistoric settlement preferences and bring
specific landscapes and prominent topographical features into ideological focus
for further scrutiny. For these reasons I set about analysing tomb locations
for comparative evidence indicative of preferences in their adjacency and
elevation. My field methodology used autonomous GPS, a prismatic compass
and inclinometer. Post-processing and analysis of the data used spreadsheet
calculations, geostatistical tools, geographical information system (GIS), and
social network analysis.
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My first point of analysis was to consider spatial distribution patterns, the way
the tombs were laid out in the landscape. Map 1.1a illustrates how the central
lowland of the island was devoid of all types of megalithic tomb except for a
small number of passage tombs and related structures on elevated ground or
hills in that region. This represents a significantly different pattern of distribution
than would be expected under a random model. Various sociological and
environmental factors can account for this apparent avoidance. These include
geomorphological factors, dense tree cover, distance from mountains, and
restricted visibility and intervisibility with other tombs. As the central lowland
accounts for approximately 17 per cent of the landmass, I next sought evidence
of tomb clustering and how this phenomenon might associate more with hilly
or mountainous terrain.

Spatial point pattern analysis of tomb clustering
My second point of investigation was to use spatial point pattern analysis to
determine the degree of clustering in tomb locations.32 My work used various
methods including complete spatial randomness tests, nearest-neighbour
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For this discussion, social landscapes in the prehistoric past are what people
tangibly encountered in terms of perceived constraints delimited by physical
barriers, including mountainous terrain.31 In contrast, ideological, ritual,
or sacred landscapes are suggested here as intangible entities and therefore
difficult to describe, locate, and interpret. The role of hills and mountains in
that ideological framework then becomes a key question. Methodologically,
spatial analysis of megalithic tomb distribution has several advantages. It can
give a better understanding of prehistoric settlement preferences and bring
specific landscapes and prominent topographical features into ideological focus
for further scrutiny. For these reasons I set about analysing tomb locations
for comparative evidence indicative of preferences in their adjacency and
elevation. My field methodology used autonomous GPS, a prismatic compass
and inclinometer. Post-processing and analysis of the data used spreadsheet
calculations, geostatistical tools, geographical information system (GIS), and
social network analysis.
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My first point of analysis was to consider spatial distribution patterns, the way
the tombs were laid out in the landscape. Map 1.1a illustrates how the central
lowland of the island was devoid of all types of megalithic tomb except for a
small number of passage tombs and related structures on elevated ground or
hills in that region. This represents a significantly different pattern of distribution
than would be expected under a random model. Various sociological and
environmental factors can account for this apparent avoidance. These include
geomorphological factors, dense tree cover, distance from mountains, and
restricted visibility and intervisibility with other tombs. As the central lowland
accounts for approximately 17 per cent of the landmass, I next sought evidence
of tomb clustering and how this phenomenon might associate more with hilly
or mountainous terrain.

Spatial point pattern analysis of tomb clustering
My second point of investigation was to use spatial point pattern analysis to
determine the degree of clustering in tomb locations.32 My work used various
methods including complete spatial randomness tests, nearest-neighbour
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analysis, class proximity tests, and spatial density analysis.33 These showed that
court tombs and portal tombs are three times more likely to cluster with each
other than with passage tombs. Expressed differently, there is significant evidence
that passage tombs exhibited very strong territorial segregation and avoided
court and portal tombs as neighbours, both in elevation and adjacency in plan.
I then used the more powerful Ripley’s K function test, as modified by Dixon,
to test for spatial randomness.34 This technique examined the spatial character
of the three tomb data sets at defined spatial scales of distance separation. Any
non-random findings in their distributions could reflect the influence of natural
or human agencies in such distributions. From an archaeological perspective,
these might include deliberate spatial ordering. The results showed that while
clustering was evident in all three classes of Neolithic tomb, passage tombs
exhibited the greatest degree of this phenomenon. This outcome is illustrated
in Map 1.1d for the network of passage tombs taken as a whole and shows how
clustering changes with increasing or decreasing distances between the tombs.
At a national scale, my work also revealed that the majority of passage tomb
clusters occurred on locally elevated terrain and on the slopes and summits of
mountains.
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Interest in Irish megalithic tomb heights is of enduring interest to archaeologists
and folklorists alike, so my third point of investigation was to analyse the
heights of the tombs. Gabriel Cooney and Eoin Grogan noted how the
prehistoric burial tombs of Co. Leitrim and beyond are discernibly upland as
well as lowland in distribution.35 Seán Ó Nualláin showed that the siting and
altitudinal preferences of Irish megalithic tombs indicated that court and portal
tombs had a lowland bias, with 60 per cent of court tombs and 70 per cent
of portal tombs lying below the 120-metre contour.36 In a further assessment
of passage tomb height, Bergh noted that 16 per cent lie above the 300-metre
contour and this preference for height was what typologically set them apart.37
Charles Mount came to a similar conclusion using evidence from a pollen
study undertaken in the Bricklieve Mountains of Co. Sligo where many passage
tombs are located.38 Eamon Cody concluded, ‘What remains to be explained is
the relationship between the builders of the various megalithic tomb types and
this leaves open the question of what role relative height may have played in the
siting of tombs.’39
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Table 1.2 Descriptive statistics for sampled Irish megalithic tomb heights
N

Range

Minimum

Maximum

Mean and SDEV

Court
Portal
Passage
Passage and
hilltop cairns
Linkardstown
Wedge

264
182
217
274

312
243
857
857

5
13
0
0

317
256
857
857

114 ± 4
96 ± 5
166 ± 10
172 ± 9

17
410

260
343

20
8

280
351

102 ± 18
150 ± 4
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Table 1.2 shows summary height statistics for the majority of megalithic
tombs compiled from my field surveys and inventory sources. It is clear that
passage tombs exhibit the greatest range in height – from sea level to the summits
of very high mountains. Neolithic single burial tombs (known as Linkardstown
type) and Bronze Age wedge tombs are included in Table 1.2 merely to capture
height statistics for all prehistoric tomb traditions on the island.
N = number of tombs with available heights. Range = difference between
highest and lowest tomb. Minimum, Maximum = elevation of the lowest/highest
tomb. Mean and SDEV = arithmetic mean height and standard deviation of
mean height. All heights are in metres.
The chi-square test was used to examine the hypothesis that there is no
significant difference between the mean heights of the different tomb types.
The null hypothesis (H0) is that the tombs are randomly located in height. The
resulting test statistic is 9.49 at the 0.05 significance level and the result (2 = 30.2,
p < 0.001) suggests that the null hypothesis is rejected. My analysis also showed
that the height distribution of passage tombs is discernibly bimodal with peaks
in the height histogram at approximately 60 and 250 metres (Map 1.1c). Cooney
came to a broadly comparable conclusion using a similar methodology.40 What
this means in common parlance is that passage tombs with higher elevations,
although fewer, could embrace a different ideology associated with specific social
and burial traditions and preferences associated with uplands and mountain tops.

Cosmic levels and place
The idea that prehistoric burial tombs were placed on the highest point of the
middle cosmic level to be furthest from the underworld and closest to the upper
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heavenly tier is a common one embraced by anthropologists such as Robert
Hertz and ethnographers such as Edward Tregear.41 That argument could
be refuted by the ready availability of suitable stone prevalent at the majority
of burial sites. Importantly, however, recent archaeological and geological
research demonstrated how passage tombs in the Boyne Valley, Co. Meath,
were constructed with exotic stone, such as granite, greywacke, quartz, and
incorporated as structural stones. These were not procured from the local bedrock
or from local glacial erratics, were transported over great distances, and were
clearly imbued with high symbolism.42 Relatedly, W. R. Lethaby indicated, ‘The
main purpose and burthen of sacred architecture – and all architecture, temple,
tomb, or palace, was sacred in the early days – is thus inextricably bound up with
a people’s thoughts about God and the universe.’43 This is phenomenology, the
subjective treatment of experienced phenomena, here applied to the materiality
of landscape and its impact on the senses. This includes the ‘edge condition’,
a well-known architectural term that, inter alia, describes the metaphysical
junction between the built environment and the perceived natural world, or a
space.44 If borrowed as a term for this discussion, the concept of ‘edge’ suggests
a liminal zone where the human senses and the visual perception of space and
boundary can be at their most acute and intense. This is especially the case at the
junction of summit and sky where the heightened sensory perception of being
closest to the intangible otherworld is emphatic.
Genius loci is another emotion that describes the character, essence, and
quality of a place. Literally meaning ‘Spirit of Place’, it first appeared as a votive
inscription on an Ancient Roman Altar Stone (43 ce–410 ce) dedicated to
Jupiter, the God of the Sky.45 The Norwegian architect Christian Norberg-Schulz
was the modern proponent of the term in the context of moving design theory
in his own discipline from the quantitative towards the qualitative. He advocated
‘place’ as the root of all design inspiration and equated architectural structural
design in its time with genius loci. Relevantly, he interpreted the architecture of
early civilisations as a ‘concretization of the understanding of nature … in terms
of things, order, character, light and time’. He viewed ancient people’s relationship
with buildings and artefacts as imbued with life and magical power and how
their buildings located on mountain summits defined a significant boundary or
‘edge’, as I have already discussed. Norberg-Schultz viewed mountains as natural
archetypal elements exhibiting natural force, bulk, solidity, and permanence;
sacred architecture placed on mountains absorbed these symbolic qualities and
epitomized ‘the marriage of heaven and earth’.46 The anthropologist Roderick
Sprague, drawing on Hannon, also observed the strong cultural tendency to
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place ‘cemeteries’ on hilltops, not only because of better drainage and remoteness
from farming activity but also because of their closeness to the deities and the
afterlife.47 In a sense then, mountains, prominent hills and summits are the
nexus between heaven and earth. In my final section, I illustrate my ideas with
selected examples of hills and mountains chosen from across the island.
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Phenomenology of high places
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Like Praeger did a century ago, I too walked this same landscape from ‘end to
end’ and from ‘sea to sea’. Although his perspectives had a mainly botanical focus,
nevertheless the experiences I gained during my fieldwork gave me perceptions and
feelings for these special locations which had much in common with Praeger. In
his time, computer-aided visualizations of the land were inconceivable and even
in the modern era such approaches can never replicate the sensory experience
of actually being on a mountain. In that environment, the full force of nature’s
elements exposes our body and mind to a range of physical and emotional effects.
Emotionally, the dynamic of moving up or down a mountain is to move through
layers of liminality and is an experience sharpened by the indefinable but conscious
state of passing through metaphysical thresholds created in the mind. The countless
climbs I undertook to reach the tombs gave me a primal and visceral understanding
of the meaning of tiered cosmic levels – the ancient world view of heaven, earth, and
underworld commonly attributed to ancient cosmological traditions.
What is also very apparent when climbing to such places is not only the
realization of the inordinate physical effort required to reach them in many cases
but also the rapidity with which a commanding view is achieved, even when the
increment in elevation can be comparatively small. Arguably then, it is not the
value of absolute height above sea level but height relative to the lowland below that
is the measure or metric that captures and sharpens that experience. Relevantly,
Yi-fu Tuan suggested that the mind was psychologically detached from the norms
of everyday when located at height.48 What I found, however, was that as I attained
significant height, my mind became acutely prone to sensations of awe and fear,
induced by ascending steep terrain, the exposed aspect, and the related feeling
of my human vulnerability and sense of isolation. Two paradoxically similar yet
different sites in terms of their landscape character exemplify how gradient, in a
phenomenological sense, is more significant than absolute height.
The first is the round Neolithic cairn located on the summit of Donald’s
Hill (403 metres) in the townland of Drumsurn Upper, Co. Derry
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(SMR: LDY017:017). The second is the destroyed passage tomb located on the
summit of Slieve Donard (853 metres) in the townland of Ballaghbeg, Co. Down
(SMR: DOW049:011). The latter has the distinction of being the highest passage
tomb in north-west Europe (Figure 1.1a). Each monument commands an
extensive and panoramic view of the horizon, is located on a summit, but has a
considerably different elevation above sea level. The sensation of height induced
by vertically ascending some 200 metres from the lowland over a gradient of
44 per cent onto the summit of Donalds Hill is extreme. The proximity of the
intangible and imaginary boundary created by the low cloud that prevailed
at the time of my visit further accentuated my sense of detachment from the
world below. There was also an elusive feeling of being seemingly close to an
otherworld, or domain, as I approached and moved through the cloud ceiling.
The ascent to the summit of Slieve Donard, twice the elevation of Donalds Hill,
was experientially far less dramatic. My field notes describing these comparative
climbing experiences indicate how the much more severe gradient encountered
on Donalds Hill left me petrified with fear and feelings of vertigo. While Slieve
Donard is indisputably a mountain, the diminutive Donalds Hill certainly
qualifies it as a mountain by exhibiting all of the intangible qualities earlier
alluded to by Peattie.49
These experiences suggested to me that, regardless of the height of a place,
the motivation to build prehistoric burial tombs on summits likely emanated
from a primal cultural need to exploit the proximity of the middle cosmic level
(earth) to the highest cosmic level (sky) as part of the burial ritual. Such a belief
would then be part of their cosmology, defined by Darvill as ‘the world view and
belief system of a community based upon their understanding of order in the
universe’.50 Drawing on Darvill and other sources, Tore Lomsdalen advanced the
meaning of the term as ‘a holistic worldview, a belief system that encompasses all
aspects of human society, their environments and the observable, but intangible
sky’.51 These ideas, along with my own experiences and research, could begin to
account for the siting of many Irish passage tombs on the summits of prominent
hills and mountains – into the sky.

From end to end – Ireland’s sacred and mythical mountains
Myth underpins many of Ireland’s mountain festival traditions and how people
engaged with mountains in the historic period, especially for seasonally timed
ascents. Máire MacNeill documented seventy-eight festive assemblies on heights
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with no recognized connection to religion.52 Many coincided with the annual
gathering of the crops at harvest time. Seventeen, however, were converted to
Christian devotion and became pilgrimages, attesting to their likely prehistoric,
or later pagan, origins. Croagh Patrick Mountain, Co. Mayo (764 metres), is
a prime exemplar, being a Christian ritual landscape and an important focus
of religious pilgrimage over the last fifteen hundred years.53 The discovery of
remains of a dry stone oratory on the summit, radiocarbon dated to 430 ce–
890 ce, attests to the mountain’s enduring religious associations and gives
credence to the rich oral tradition linking it with St Patrick.54 That summit
oratory, conceivably, might have replaced or covered an earlier prehistoric
tomb or cairn and, if so, the possibility that a Neolithic or Bronze Age structure
preceded Christian pilgrimage architecture on the summit. The discovery of
two astronomically aligned Bronze Age stone rows linking the setting sun at
winter solstice with the lower slopes of Croagh Patrick could suggest a cultural
reverence for the mountain in the prehistoric past and lend support to such a
hypothesis.55
Apart from Croagh Patrick, several other mountains and hills deserve
consideration from the perspectives of eminent height, distinctiveness,
mythology, or religiosity. Significantly, three of the following five examples each
has a passage tomb(s) located on the summit.
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Slieve Donard – a mountain and tomb that touch the sky
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The two extant prehistoric cairns on the summit of Slieve Donard have an
elevation of 853 metres (Figure 1.1a). The dimensions of the larger ‘Great Cairn’
were recorded in c.1826 prior to its deliberate destruction during triangulation
surveys for the mapping of Ireland.56 A survey drawing survives in the National
Archives of Ireland and indicates the presence of a large round kerbed mound –
a likely passage tomb. Harris and Smith described later Christian pilgrimages
on Slieve Donard and the religious appropriation of its then intact prehistoric
monuments:
St. Domangard, corruptly written Donard, a Disciple of St. Patrick, spent the
life of a Hermit on this Mountain, and built a Cell or Oratory on the Top of it
towards the close of the 5th Century; for he died (according to the martyrology
of Taulaght) in the Year 506. … the Patron day seems to be the 25th of July,
St. Jame’s Day; for then the bigoted Members of the Church of Rome in this
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Archaeology of Height

Figure 1.1 Photographs of three sacred mountains in Ireland: (a) Slieve Donard Co.
Down; (b) The Paps, Co. Kerry; and (c) Knocknarea Mountain and Maeve’s Cairn, Co.
Sligo. Photos: Frank Prendergast.
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Neighbourhood climb up this Mountain to do Penance, and pay their Devotion
perhaps to both Saints.57
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MacNeill also documented pilgrimages onto the summit of Slieve Donard on
the last Sunday of July (Garland Sunday) from 1645 onwards – evidence of
the enduring sacredness of the highest peak with a passage tomb in Ireland.58
Although my journey to the summit of Slieve Donard was not for pilgrimage,
the arduous ascent (and descent) always had the potential for danger from the
elements and the topography – offsetting any gain from spiritual salvation, if
that had been the purpose of my visit!
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The Paps – paired sacred mountains
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Although Mangerton Mountain (843 metres) is the highest peak of the
Derrynasaggart Mountains in Co. Kerry, ‘The Paps’ (694 metres and 690
metres) in the same range are more renowned because of their obvious human
breast-like profile symbolizing fertility to most observers (Figure 1.1b).
The two crowning prehistoric cairns emphasize their apparent femininity
(SMR: KE076-019----, KE076-036----). According to Frank Coyne, the
name ‘Paps of Anu’ derives from Anu or Danu, the legendary name of the
mother goddess of the Tuatha Dé Danann, a mythological race credited with
magical powers and wisdom and believed to have first inhabited Ireland
in earliest times. What is more certain and beyond conjecture is that these
paired cairns are likely to be of Neolithic origin due to their collapsed centres,
and traces of an external drystone-walled kerb at the base of each cairn.59
The summits are linked by a linear row of upright earthfast jagged stones
demarcating a possible ceremonial route or link of prehistoric origin. Pending
a full archaeological excavation, it is legitimate to suggest that The Paps
were paired sacred mountains in the prehistoric past with a deep mythology
that has perpetuated through time by finding expression in the place names
attaching to some local topographic features such as valleys, rivers, and lakes.
Recent research undertaken by Frédéric Armao on the nearby inter-visible
archaeological hilltop complex known as Cathair Crobh Dearg supports this
claim.60 Drawing on Coyne and on his own archaeological, mythological,
folkloric, and ethnographic analysis of the site, Armao described The Paps
and Cathair Crobh Dearg as a ‘dual site’ whose paired functions were ritual,
ceremonial, and religious since antiquity.
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Knocknarea Mountain and Maeve’s Cairn –
a ‘Mimetic Hill’ on a mountain
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The flat-topped Knocknarea Mountain (327 metres) in the Cúil Irra region
of Co. Sligo (described in an earlier section) with the gigantic ‘Maeve’s Cairn’
(SMR: SL014-076003-) perched on its summit (Figure 1.1c) is, according to
Bergh, key to understanding the wider symbolism of the physical landscape
and the cosmology of the Neolithic population at that time.61 The mountain
is a spectacular focal point in the region and it is here, Bergh noted, that
Neolithic farmers first constructed numerous passage tombs in a linear
arrangement on the summit during the first half of the fourth millennium bce.
Though unexcavated because of the enormous quantity of loose limestone
forming the cairn, several kerbstones are visible around the base of the
structure, indicative of a probable concealed passage tomb. The later addition
of a complex system of banks on the eastern flanks of the mountain seems
to enclose the sacred space of the summit, which ‘effectively transformed
the entire mountain into a monument’.62 The truncated cone-shaped Maeve’s
Cairn, named after the legendary warrior queen of the province of Connaught,
mirrors the natural shape of the mountain on which it sits. To my eye, this is
the finest example of mimetic prehistoric architecture on the island. Such a
striking example provides powerful visual evidence that built form made to
evoke already sacred natural form was an apparent deliberate act to imbue
and amplify the symbolism of the cairn by absorbing the height, bulk, and
power of the mountain into the morphology and function of the cairn itself.
One can speculate that the mountain and cairn were a virtual ladderway to
the intangible dome of the sky and the supernatural spirit world of the gods.
From the summit of Knocknarea I was rewarded with commanding views of
the Ox Mountains and the many islands that dot Clew Bay in the wild Atlantic
Ocean far below, a lofty setting for the dead, imbued with the drama and
power associated with height.

Knocknashee Hill – ‘The hill of the fairies’
My visit to Knocknashee Hill (276 metres) in south-west Sligo, on 1 August
2015 immediately followed fieldwork at Knocknarea. Seen from afar, this hill
has the appearance of a truncated cone with a large oval-shaped tabletop plateau
towering impressively above the lowland 200 metres below. Recent archaeological
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assessment has increased the total number of roundhouse foundations to almost
fifty.63 Along with two passage tombs and a hillfort, this summit was therefore
an important settlement site and a ceremonial tribal centre in the prehistoric
past. Importantly, the anglicized form of the hill’s name derives from the Irish
Gaelic Cnoc Sí. Translated, this means ‘Hill of the Fairy Mound’, a reference
to the passage tombs. The folklorist Tok Thompson referred to the term sí as
meaning ‘spirits of the mounds’, to having its own ‘discursive and epistemological
properties’ and being mentioned in late seventh-century Irish writings.64
From a phenomenological perspective, having spent many hours exploring
this summit, Knocknashee Hill seemed the embodiment of a magical landscape
as its mythological name suggested. The sheer bulk and impressiveness of its
geological form seemed to radiate power across the hinterland. From the
summit, I experienced the fundamental human trait for distant gazing afforded
by such vantage. I could sense how height and the penetrating power of vision
and view as paired entities gave me a sense of control and dominance over the
awe-inspiring landscapes before me. It was also apparent that summits enhanced
with any type of religious edifice from antiquity onwards could be numinous –
possessing a strong spiritual quality and a divine power.
In building monumental architecture on this elevated place in the Neolithic,
it seemed to me the structures and the place were imbued with layers of meaning
and symbolism now lost to us over the intervening millennia. Yet standing in
this place, I felt completely immersed in my own cultural identity, and how I was
immutably linked to my own ancestors. Perhaps all was not lost then.

oo

Ardpatrick Hill – a sacred mountain to climb

Bl

Ardpatrick Hill (227 metres) is an ancient pilgrimage summit at the northern
end of the Ballyhoura Mountains, Co. Limerick. The place name in Irish is Ard
Pádraig meaning ‘the high place of Pádraig’, a saint who remains tremendously
important in the history and religious traditions of the island. The site has
commanding views across the hinterland. In the glossary of words commonly
found in Irish place names, Ard occurs in 940 cases attesting to a cultural
reverence attaching to height.65 This conical hill is crowned with a complex of
recorded structures including a pre-Romanesque ruined church (SMR: LI056002008-) dedicated to St Patrick, a round bell tower (SMR: LI056-002003-) built
between the tenth and twelfth centuries and a still-in-use eighteenth-century
graveyard (SMR: LI056-002009).66 A continuing custom is to carry coffins over
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the steep 20 per cent gradient from the modern church located in the lowland
below. The locally held belief is that by the time the deceased has reached the
hilltop graveyard following the arduous ascent, ‘their soul is already halfway to
Heaven’.67 Ardpatrick is diminutive compared to my earlier examples and exhibits
the qualitative features of impressiveness, distinctiveness, or separateness only
to a lesser degree. Nonetheless, it is a significant example of a ‘Living Mountain’
linking topography, tradition and the eternal cycle of death, burial, and the
afterlife.
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Ascending any mountain experientially moves the climber or worshipper from
the familiar lowland domain to a metaphysical realm above. By focusing on the
parameter of topographical height, my understanding of prehistoric passage
tomb siting has broadened. From the numerous climbs required to reach each
of these iconic monuments, it was unavoidably apparent to me, standing in
those places, that hill and mountain summits are prime locations to experience
a wide range of emotions, especially the ‘edge condition’ and ‘spirit of place’
as discussed earlier. On such elevationally high and exposed places, the
perception of being close to an intangible portal to an otherworld is emphatic
and perceptible – the gateway to the imagined abode of afterlife and spirit
world, perhaps.
More than a century ago, Praeger began his journeys, partly inspired by the
island’s rich heritage of prehistoric megalithic tombs and structures. In 2004,
I began my own island-wide journeys, but with an interdisciplinary focus on
its enigmatic passage tombs. My analysis included landscape setting, spatial
cohesion, intervisibility, axial orientation, and alignment on topographical and
celestial targets. No other study had collectively considered these themes at an
island scale. Drawing on that work, in this chapter I have concentrated on cultural
and phenomenological factors to explore the apparent lure that mountain slopes
and summits held for Neolithic people and their burial traditions. My statistical
analysis shows that eminence and topographical height were dominant themes
in the construction of many passage tombs. This is also evident in a comparison
of passage, court, and portal tomb elevations. My research, a combination of the
statistics and the phenomenological, has shown that the apparent and emphatic
relationship of many passage tombs with summits, whether on locally high
ground, uplands, or mountains, strongly suggests a burial strategy intimately
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connected with a preference for proximity to the upper cosmological tier, the
so-called ‘otherworld’. This could imply that cosmic order and cosmological
principles were added determining cultural factors for placing the remains of
the dead in realms that were closer to an imagined otherworld of the gods above.
In my view, numinous summits still retain a spiritual quality which emanates
from the prehistoric past and this is surely the essence of any nation’s cultural
identity and inherited tradition.
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